1. A plane made using titanium

2. An American WWII plane with an American flag victory marking

3. A plane flown by the British Royal Air Force

4. A helicopter that has been converted to a drone

5. A plane whose designation begins with an "A"

6. A plane named after a fish (and looks like one too!)

7. A Flying Eye Hospital

8. A plane built by Boeing


BONUS
A cargo plane used during the Berlin Airlift
PIMA AIR & SPACE MUSEUM
Scavenger Hunt

1. A plane made using titanium\textsuperscript{Hangar 1}
   \textsuperscript{SR-71 Blackbird or A-10 Thunderbolt II}

2. An American WWII plane with an American flag victory marking \textsuperscript{Hangar 4}
   \textsuperscript{P-51D Mustang}

3. A plane flown by the British Royal Air Force \textsuperscript{All Hangars and Outside}
   \textsuperscript{T.35 Vampire, Hawk T.1A, Hawker Hurricane, Supermarine Spitfire, and more}

4. A helicopter that has been converted to a drone \textsuperscript{Space Gallery}
   \textsuperscript{UH-60MU Black Hawk}

5. A plane whose designation begins with an "A". \textsuperscript{Hangars 1, 3, 4 and Outside}
   \textsuperscript{A-4, A-6, A-7, A-10, A-20, A-24, A-26, and more}

6. A plane named after a fish (and looks like one too!) \textsuperscript{Outside}
   \textsuperscript{Super Guppy}

7. A Flying Eye Hospital \textsuperscript{Outside}
   \textsuperscript{DC-10 (Orbis)}

8. A plane built by Boeing \textsuperscript{Hangar 4 and Outside}
   \textsuperscript{B-17, B-29, B-52, C-97, 737, 747, 787, and more}

\textbf{BONUS}

A cargo plane used during the Berlin Airlift
\textsuperscript{C-54 Skymaster}